
Evolution Hop-up Counter

Tension fabric systems are the next generation

in graphic displays. The Evolution Hop-up

counter is portable and easy to set-up, offering

maximum impact with minimal fuss!

features & benefits

• Lightweight and portable.

• Easy to fasten graphics using hook 

and loop

• High quality anodised frame

• Very fast assembly

• Thermoformed Top and shelf 

available in black, Silver and 

Beech 

• Optional Carry bag including 

shoulder strap (AB214)

Overall assembled dimensions (mm):

1000mm (h) x 1025mm (w) x 350mm

(d)

Visible size and graphic dimensions:

980mm (h) x 1690mm (w)

Recommended substrate:

Textile fabric with a high polyester content

with significant elastane element in the

weave to ensure stretch.

Recommended print process:

Dye-sublimation printing

Hem Information:

Please see above
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We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the specifications without

prior notice. All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we accept no responsibility for variance. E&OE.
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ComptoirTextil

Les stands parapluie à tissu tendu incarnent 
la nouvelle génération de structure grand 
format sur le marché. Complément idéal du 
Walltextil, le Comptoir Textil est trés pratique 
à utiliser.

Tablette

de plusieurs 

coloris

Etagère
interne

les+

H 980mm x L 1690mm  (Retours inclus)

CARACTéRISTIQUES DU VISUEL

     Compact et Léger : 8,5 kg
• Simple et rapide à monter
• Dimensions de la structure déployée :
   H : 1000mm x L : 1025mm x P : 350 mm
 • Le visuel en tissu se fixe à la structure à l’aide de bandes 
micro-velcro.
• Tablette en bois thermoformée de couleur bois, noire, 
blanche ou gris argenté.
• 1 étagère interne incluse
• Sac de transport en option



Assembly Instructions

Kit Includes x1 hop-up frame, x1 counter top,

x1 shelf with x3 twist and lock poles.

Push fit together each pair of locking

arms. Repeat for all the remaining

arms.

Begin to expand the frame

outwards with the metal nodes

facing upwards

Push locking arms towards each

other to fully expand the frame

1
2

3

4

To attach the shelf place the twist

and lock poles into the locater

inserts on the shelf then simply lift

the shelf to the underside of the

counter and twist the poles into

place 

place the table top on the frame

making sure the the locater for

the centre twist and lock pole is

at the front of the frame.

Wrap both vertical graphic ends

tightly around the frame and attach

using hook & loop fastener.

Continue wrapping the graphic

around the counter until the

graphic is fully in place. Only the

sides of the graphic need to be

removed to collapse the counter.
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